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Everyone who cares about the future of our planet knows and understands 
the WWF’s slogan For a Living Planet. For 45 years WWF has been working 
in the most varied environments of the world, from arctic deserts to tropical 
rainforests. 

FOR A LIVING 
PLANET
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In April the future path of the Eastern Siberia – Pacific Ocean oil pipeline was decided, ending 
a threat to Lake Baikal. Since 2004 we have negotiated with Transneft, spoken publicly through 
the media, and demonstrated that laying a pipeline a mere 800 meters from the shores of Baikal 
is unacceptable. In the end, common sense carried the day: following a wave of protests and 
demonstrations throughout the country and letters of the leaders of Russia’s regions and the 
Siberian Federal District, President Vladimir Putin ordered the pipeline moved far enough from 
Lake Baikal to ensure the lake’s safety. This decision is one of the greatest victories for 
environmentalists since the battle in the 1980s to prevent a project that would have changed the 
direction of north-flowing rivers.

Three years were spent in negotiations with Royal Dutch/Shell and the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, on addressing the Ministry of Natural Resources of the 
Russian Federation, and on lawsuits relating to the Sakhalin-2 project. Then between July and 
October of 2006 the Russian environmental protection agency conducted an audit of the project 
to check its compliance with environmental protection legislation, in which we were active 
participants. All of the fears of WWF and our partners in the coalition of public conservation 
organizations were confirmed: the company had blatantly disregarded laws, 
and unfortunately already had irreversibly damaged the Aniva Bay on the south of the island 
and many rivers where salmon used to spawn. It is a pity that the government took so long 
to intervene; nonetheless, it managed to prevent even greater harm.

In the past year we were co-organizers of the “Civil G8” forum in tandem with Russia’s 
presidency of the G8 and the summit of the heads of G8 states in St. Petersburg. We organized a 
meeting between the leaders of international public organizations and President Putin, 
participated in the meeting with President Bush, and with Sherpas – the personal representatives 
of each of the heads of state. The fundamental challenge was to ensure the positions developed 
by civil society were in the resultant summit documents. This goal was largely fulfilled.

We are particularly pleased with our growing number of individual and corporate supporters. 
Last year we were able, for the first time, to ensure Russian funding for a large, multi-year 
project to restore a population of leopard in the Caucasus.

As in 2005, the year’s end brought unpleasant and unexpected news. The newly ratified Forest 
and Civil Construction Codes made amendments to the nature protection legislation which 
eliminated the requirement for environmental impact assessments for potentially dangerous 
projects and removed the ban on construction in national parks. We are particularly concerned 
about the federal programme, already in progress, to develop the city of Sochi as a mountain 
resort. The plan includes preparations for hosting the 2014 Winter Olympics and poses a threat 
to the protected areas in the region: Sochinsky National Park and Kavkazsky Nature Reserve. 
And the Ukok Plateau in the Altai, a World Heritage Site, is once again threatened by the 
construction of a gas pipeline and the accompanying road.

We need your help to resolve these and other conservation problems and challenges. Let’s work 
together and share the joy of our joint achievements!

We will remember 2006 as a year of inspiring 
victories, many of which were several years in 
the making.

Igor Chestin, 
CEO WWF-Russia

Written while aboard the Ushuaia 
in the Drake Passage en route 
to Antarctica

© WWF-Canon / Jean-Luc RAY
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WWF began its first project in Russia in 1988 on the Lower Volga. 

A year later, with help from WWF-Germany, we organized a biological 

expedition to the Taimyr, which led the foundation for establishing the 

Great Arctic Nature Reserve, the largest nature reserve in Eurasia. Its 

expanse is truly astounding: more than four million hectares! That’s the 

size of Switzerland. In 1994 the WWF-Russia office opened; ten years 

later it became a national organization. Today the success of our projects 

depends not only on charitable giving from abroad, but also on financial 

help from Russians. We are pleased to say that more and more of our 

projects are financed by domestic contributions. Over the past twelve 

years more than 150 projects have been completed in 47 regions. Today 

WWF has branches in Arkhangelsk, Kamchatka, Krasnodar, 

Krasnoyarsk, Murmansk, Pskov Region, Ufa and Vladivostok.
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The board of WWF-Russia comprises seven pe-
ople responsible for ratifying the WWF conser-
vation strategy, fundamental areas of work, and 
annual budget for the Fund. 

• Alexander Gafi n – Executive chair of the WWF 
Council, member of the Alpha Bank board 
of directors.

• Igor Akimov – Vice-chair of the WWF Council, 
general director of TetraPak.

• Nikolai Drozdov – Professor, Doctor of Sciences, 
Geography, host of the television programme “In 
the Animal World”.

• Sergei Krikalev – Flight engineer, test cosmona-
ut for the S. P. Korolev “Energy” space and missile 
corporation.

• Vladimir Pozner – Telejournalist, president 
of the Russian Television Academy.

• Derk Sauer – General Director of Independent 
Media publishing.

• Dr. Georg Schwede – Conservation Director, 
Europe / Middle East Programme.

© WWF-Canon / Per Angelstam

The Board of WWF-Russia
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Today WWF has 110 full-time staff members. In addition, 

hundreds of experts work with us in many regions of Russia 

and Central Asia. For all of us, at WWF, nature conservation 

is more than just work: it is our mission. Regardless of our job 

titles, we all came here following our hearts. Many of those 

who were with the Fund in its opening days in our country are 

still with us. 

“I support WWF and hope that when I’m gone 
my children will be able to see rare plants and 
animals not only in pictures in books.”

Sergei Dutov, WWF-Russia “Earth Keeper” 
member

© WWF-Russia / Dmitry Kuchma
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• Russia has the world’s second largest area of forests certi-
fi ed under the international system of the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) (Canada has the most). That’s 13,700,000 hecta-
res being rented by Russian forestry enterprises!

• The number of participants in the Association of Environ-
mentally Responsible Timber Companies of Russia, which was 
founded under the aegis of WWF, doubled: they now number 
34 companies. 69 percent of Russia’s FSC-certifi ed forests are 
rented by these companies. They produce 54% of Russia’s pulp 
and paper exports.

• The national campaign to protect Lake Baikal and Perevozna-
ya Bay in the Russian Far East ended in success for conservati-
onists. A public outcry prompted the planned construction of 
an oil pipeline between eastern Siberia and the Pacifi c Ocean 
to be moved 400 km away from Baikal. President Vladimir 
Putin personally ordered the general director of Transneft, 
Semyon Vainshtok, to move the proposed pipeline. The oil-
loading complex on the other end of the pipeline will be built 
in Kazmino Port in the RFE, where the necessary infrastructure 
already exists.

• WWF was an active participant in the organization and work 
of the “Civil Eight” forum of NGOs that took place in July 2006 
as Russia hosted the G8. WWF participated in discussions abo-
ut safe energy, a main topic of the “Eight” in 2006. Thanks to 
the work of WWF and our colleagues, the resulting document 
crafted by the heads of state, which initially included only 
questions pertaining to obtaining oil and gas, was signifi cantly 
reworked. The countries agreed on cooperative eff orts to pre-
vent climate change and to develop energy technologies with 
fewer СО2 emissions.

• Thanks to the active eff orts of ecologists, the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development refused to fi nance 
Sakhalin-2, which would have been the largest oil and gas 
project in the world. The project had already caused irreversi-
ble damage to rivers where salmon spawn, to marine bioreso-
urces, and to the human population; in addition, it threatened 
the lives of gray whales. Sakhalin-2 will have a thorough audit.

• WWF’s plan to reintroduce the Persian leopard to the Rus-
sian Caucasus received a go-ahead: this is the fi rst time in our 
country that such a large project will be completely fi nanced 
by domestic business.

• A WWF branch offi  ce opened in Kamchatka in the city of 
Yelizovo. This gives us the opportunity to improve our work in 
two important ecoregions: the Kamchatka Peninsula and the 
Bering Sea. 

• In 2006 WWF-Russia welcomed 2,500 new supporters. 
Approximately 7,000 Russians regularly support the Fund’s 
projects.



“When you’re 30 you should think 
about your kids, about their future. 
I don’t want my kids to go through 
life without seeing normal living 
nature.”

Igor Kravchinsky , WWF-Russia 
“Earth Keeper” member 

“Since childhood, forests have been for me an important 
part of a good, magical, fairy-tale world. And they still are. 
Therefore the fact that Russia now has the world’s second-
highest for total volume of certifi ed forests – and that WWF 
played a major role in that victory – gives me a lot of hope!”

Liliya Trostyanskaya, Coordinator of Social Advertisement
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In 2006 WWF received the ‘Our Profession is Life’ annual 

award for outstanding investment in preserving the human 

environment.

WWF-Russia is awarded by the national prize “Flower of Success” 

for the programme “Plant Your Forest for Life” on restoration of 

the Altai forests. 

The Ministry of Natural Resources of the Russian Federation 

awarded the title “Honored Nature Conservationists” to the 

following people:

• Yuri Darman, Director of WWF-Russia Far East branch

• Vladimir Krever, Biodiversity Programme Coordinator

• Viktor Nikiforov, Director of «The Global 200» Programme

• Evgeny Shvarts, Director of conservation policy

Our Awards Goodbye!

In 2006 we said farewell to some of our 

colleagues, the skilled specialists. 

They worked in WWF many years and 

it was sad to let them go. Fortunately, 

they continue to work with us as 

experts, partners, and supporters. 

Thank them very much!

• Alexander Shestakov, PhD (Geography), 
Programme Director. Began work at BP Russia 
as Health, Safety and Environment Manager.

• Rais Sarvarov, Head Accountant. Works in the 
same position at the nonprofi t “Moscow School 
of Management,” part of a national education 
project.

• Tatiana Serykh, Oil & Gas Environmental 
Policy Offi  cer. As a young professional with 
an excellent academic record and leadership 
potential, Tatiana won a Chevening Scholar-
ship to pursue a master’s degree at Cambridge 
University.

• Mikhail Kalenchenko, Head of the Barents 
Sea Ecoregion Project. Became Deputy Direc-
tor of the Murmansk Marine Biology Institute.

Igor Chestin, WWF-Russia director receives the “Our Profession is Life” award

© WWF-Russia
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The Ministry also awarded WWF employees with certificates for 

long-term, well-intentioned work and great investment in the 

development of the nature reserve system and environmental 

protection:

• Tatiana Baranovskaya, Leader of the Project “Biodiversity 

conservation in the Ural Ecoregion” 

• Yuri Bersenev, Coordinator of the protected areas programme 

(Far East branch)

• Alexey Vaisman, Senior Programme Officer, TRAFFIC 

Europe-Russia

• Alexander Krokhmal, Coordinator of projects in the 

Caucasus

• Lena Lebedeva-Hooft, WWF Altai-Sayan ecoregion Leader

• Oleg Sutkaitis, Barents Sea ecoregion project Leader

• Pavel Fomenko, Coordinator of the biodiversity conservation 

programme (Far East branch)

• Viktor Nikiforov, director of «The Global 200» Programme, 

became the first representative of an NGO to receive a Civil 

Valor medal from Yakutia.

Our Awards Welcome!

We welcome our new colleagues – those 

who joined us in 2006. We wish they 

journey with WWF will be long and 

happy. 

• Victoria Elias, Programme Director. Comes to 
WWF from a position as Chair of the Coordinating 
Committee of the European Council’s ECO-Forum.

• Laura Williams, Head of the Kamchatka/Bering 
Sea Ecoregional Offi  ce. One of the founders of 
WWF-Russia, Laura returned to WWF after a leave 
of several years.

• Inna Yershova, Head Accountant. Worked in the 
same position in the nonprofi t “Russian Network 
for Decreasing Harm.” 

• Konstantin Zgurovsky, Marine Programme 
Coordinator. Worked in the Marine Programme in 
WWF-Russia, Far East Branch.

• Aleksei Knizhnikov, Oil & Gas Environmental 
Policy Offi  cer. Worked as the coordinator of ISAR’s 
Caspian Programme in Russia.



NEWS FROM THE REGIONS
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Pskov Model Forest Project
• The Council of the Federal Forestry Agency endorsed for operational 

testing the commercial thinning norms (schedules) developed by WWF 
experts. They will be tested in a number of logging companies 
operating in the Pskov, Leningrad, and Novgorod Regions. Thinning 
is a key element in moving towards sustainable (that is, economically 
benefi cial and environmentally friendly) forest management models. 
The primary goal of thinning is to improve the quality of forest stands, 
thus increasing profi tability per hectare. Implementing new forest 
management practices will allow greater areas of forest to be preserved: 
the more effi  cient forest use methods are applied, the less area will have 
to be involved in harvesting to produce suffi  cient wood volumes.

Barents Sea 
• Through a programme developed by WWF, 125 volunteers took 

a training course on collecting spilled oil along the coastline.

• WWF and the administration of the Nenetsky Autonomous District 
signed a memorandum on cooperating in nature protection, creating 
and supporting protected areas, and increasing the environmental 
responsibility of the oil and gas industry.

• In accordance with ecologists’ recommendation, the quota of cod 
cought in the Barents Sea was lowered in 2007 to 20,000 tons. 
This decrease is very important for the preservation of this species.

Altai-Sayan 
• With support from the WWF, the Ukok Nature Park was founded in 

the heart of the Altai Mountain Region. By the fact that Governor 
Alexander Berdnikov signed legal documents for establishment of 
this regional protected area he confi rmed commitment that its pristi-
ne state and value as a unique UNESCO World Heritage Site would be 
guaranteed.

• A nature trail, so called WWF eco-trail, was made in Ergaki Nature 
Park, which was founded in 2005 with help from the Fund.

• The fi rst light bulb was turned on in the Panda-Yurt mobile visitor’s 
center in the Ubsunurskaya Kotlovina Nature Reserve in southern 
Tuva. Thanks to the climate programme promotion of alternative 
energy WWF brought solar batteries to the center, and the yurt now 
has light and employees and guests can use electrical appliances.

“You want to change the world for the better 
as much as you can. WWF projects are near 
and dear to me. The Fund brings together the 
eff orts of many people, and even the smallest 
contributions help a great work to be done.”

Maria Kirienko, WWF-Russia “Earth Keeper” 
member

“The time, and most especially the human 
eff ort, that were put forth to fi ght for Baikal 
are invaluable.”

Natalia Golovinova, WWF-Russia HR Manager

© WWF-Russia / Julia Kalinicheva © WWF-Russia / Vadim Krasnopolsky

© WWF-Russia / Kirill Chaplinsky



Kamchatka / Bering Sea 
• WWF is helping to restore the population of Aleutian Canada Goose 

in Eurasia for the third consecutive year. Twenty-six more birds were 
released into the wild in the Kuril Islands in 2006. Groups of the 
birds successfully migrated to their historic wintering grounds in 
Japan.

• A “Polar Bear Brigade” was created in Chukotka – the fi rst patrol gro-
up comprised of local residents to protect and monitor polar bears.

• As a result of using streamer lines on Kamchatka ships (red cords 
used in longline fi shing to deter birds from baited hooks), the num-
ber of seabirds accidentally caught – including rare short-tailed 
albatross – has decreased.

Far East 
• The ecoregion programme for preserving the Amur River now 

covers the entire basin of this great river: WWF-China and Mongolia 
have joined Russian eff orts. All of the major donors have signed 
onto a corporate action strategy, ensuring three years of funding 
for the programme.

• Thanks to the eff orts of WWF and other public environmental orga-
nizations, “Terneiles” the largest forestry enterprise in the Primorsky 
Region, refrained from logging high conservation value forests 
that cover 30,139 ha. This is the fi rst example of voluntary forest 
protection in Russia. 
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Arkhangelsk 
• WWF carried out a multifaceted research expedition to the  intact 

forests between the Northern Dvina and Pinega Rivers. Using 
valuable data on the landscape and biological diversity of this 
unique area, principles will be developed for preserving one of 
Europe’s largest areas of natural forest.

Caucasus
• A WWF programme for reintroducing the Persian leopard received 

a green light: the necessary funding for implementing it has been 
found. With WWF’s participation, a strategy, action plan, and rein-
troduction plan were drawn up.

• Work has continued on founding a biosphere polygon that would 
connect two sections of the Teberdinsky Nature Reserve.

Southern Urals 
• In the Beloretsk District of the Republic of Bashkortostan, the 

implementation of the econet model (a system of protected areas) 
has been launched under the WWF’s aegis. The republic’s Ministry 
of Natural Resources has provided funding for this work.

• Thanks to WWF’s active educational activity in the Southern Urals, 
family ecotourism is developing: several Bashkirian families already 
host tourists, introducing them to the abundant wildlife and unique 
traditions of their land.

“WWF-Russia is the most positive and sensible 
conservation organization. I know many of those 
who work there. Many are my former students, 
graduate students, and colleagues. And even 
though they are younger than me, I respect 
them a great deal. I see how much WWF people 
have done in recent years. Therefore it’s not only 
pleasant to talk with these people – I learn a lot 
from them too.”

Nikita Glazovsky, the fi rst Chair of the WWF-Russia Board, member-cor-
respondent of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Deputy Director of the 
Institute of Geography of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Died in 2005

© WWF-Russia / Andrew Schegolev

© WWF-Russia / Alexey Bok

© WWF-Russia / Andrew Bykov



Sergei Kavry, 
coordinator of the WWF “Bear Patrol” 
project, and hunter

Not long ago our village of Vankarem was be-
sieged by bears: warm weather and wind from 
the south prevented the sea from freezing, and 
they looked for food along the coast. Vankarem is 
located on a bear migration path, several hundred 
meters from a large herd of walruses. It is not 
uncommon in such circumstances for walruses 
to crush each other to death. Carcasses attract 
hungry bears. And the town itself smells good to 
the bears: whale and walrus meat are our “bread.” 
All of that lures the bears here. 

WE KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH 
THE CLIMATE
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Alexey Kokorin, Head of WWF –

Russia’s Climate and Energy Programme

“What’s going on with the weather?” Almost everyone must have 

asked themselves this question this past winter. In the opinion of 

scientists (and WWF agrees) the climate situation has gone too 

far. It’s not even so much the temperature as the sharp increase in 

the concentration of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 

in the Earth’s atmosphere. And humans are primarily to blame for 

this, because we use fossil fuels that release СО2 when burned. 

Greenhouse gases is what makes the “blanket” above the earth 

thicker, trapping heat that bounces off the earth’s surface, causing 

the greenhouse effect.

Over the past several years we have unceasingly carried out 

educational initiatives. For example, about 80% of all Russian 

publications on climate change bear the WWF logo. We need the 

general public, businesses, and politicians to admit that the 

climate is changing primarily as a result of human activities. Then 

it will be easier for all of us to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

and help nature adapt to the changes. While this report was being 

prepared, the results of a public opinion survey were published: 

two-thirds of Russians regarded the anomalously warm winter as 

being a result of human influence and global warming.

In 2006 WWF-Russia played a leading role in the work of the 

“Civil G8” – the forum of NGOs that met before the G8 Summit 

in St. Petersburg. We used this wonderful opportunity to direct 

the attendees’ attention – including the presidents of Russia and 

the United States – to energy and climate problems. Most of them 

supported the position of WWF and admitted the need for 

immediate action.

In 2006 WWF gave itself a new, large-scale strategic challenge: to 

help the public and leading businesses take world energy to a 

climate-friendly path of development. This challenge will require 

2006ANNUAL REPORTWWF

© WWF-Russia 

© WWF-Russia / Vladilen Kavry
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more than one decade. The specially founded analytic group 

“WWF Energy Task Force,” in which WWF-Russia actively 

participates, traced out the “2°С scenario” through the year 2050. 

Within the boundaries of this rise in average global temperature, 

the negative effects on the world’s ecosystems are still acceptable. 

If we cross this threshold, three billion people will start suffering 

from lack of fresh water, the majority of the Amazon rainforest 

will become a savanna, and many species of arctic animals will 

become extinct. In order to hold to the “2°С scenario,” countries 

must begin expending resources now to transform energy and 

begin working seriously to economize on energy and fuel. 

Conserving energy could cut greenhouse emissions in half.

According to scientists’ predictions, the greatest changes in 

climate will be in the Arctic, where changes are already noticeable. 

The melting of permafrost will affect up to 60% of Russia’s 

landmass: we will have to move to more expensive technologies 

for building homes, roads, and communication systems. Animals 

will also suffer: in Chukotka, for example, changes in the ice sheet 

on the Arctic Ocean is already causing problems for polar bears, 

leading them to appear more and more often near coastal villages. 

For this reason, we must help ecosystems adapt to the changing 

climate as soon as possible. In 2006 WWF began Russia’s first 

climate adaptation project and created a “Bear Patrol” in the 

Chukotka village of Vankarem. The patrol protects bears and 

people from each other and monitors the condition of the bear 

population.

In September 2006 WWF developed a project: our 
patrols protected the walruses, and when the 
bears migrated, the patrols began monitoring 
their movement. In the midst of the bear “incursi-
ons,” the hunters drove up to 30 bears out of the 
town each day! People were afraid to go out on 
the street, and children had to be accompanied to 
and from school to scare away the uninvited 
guests. On several occasions we caught kids 
taunting the bears; we had a talk with their 
parents. The idea to make a feeding point for the 
bears along their migration path was an excellent 
one: we dropped off  80 walrus carcasses 10 
kilometers away from the town. On some days we 
saw more than 100 polar bears here! Now that 
winter has come in full force, most of the carnivo-
res have left, and those lumbering few who 
remained at the feeding point look full, content 
and not the least bit aggressive.

“I was stunned by the photographs and reports about the oil 
and gas project in Sakhalin, and I am proud that WWF made a 
great  contribution to preventing the destruction of the island’s 
environment.”

Olga Zharkova, Assistant Director, WWF-Russia

© WWF-Russia / Sergey Kavry

© WWF-Russia / Viktor Nikiforov

© WWF-Russia / Viktor Nikiforov



“My work is not connected to environment, 
and for that very reason I think that I should 
support the work of professionals who focus 
on nature conservation.”

Vitaly Survillo , WWF-Russia “Earth Keeper” 
member

BUSINESS HELPS THE FOREST
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Elena Kulikova, Head of WWF-Russia 

Forest Programme

In 2006, the problems of Russia’s forests attracted 

attention from all sectors of the population, from 

ordinary citizens to the President of the Russian 

Federation himself. And this is not surprising: the year 

saw discussions of a new Forest Code. On December 4, 

2006, the Code and the law to implement it were signed.

Unfortunately, the new forest law was created without 

broad and well-organized discussion. Its writers didn’t 

follow the civilized practice of making reforms in forest 

use. Before formulating a national forest policy, it is 

customary around the world to conduct an analysis of 

the situation, publicly discuss its results and only then 

create or reform legislation. Seeking to speed the 

process, ideologues gunning for the transformation of 

the forest sector decided to create a revolutionary law 

quickly. And what happened? There was no victory in 

time – the process of hammering out the code took 

more than three years, which likely led more to the 

public’s rejection than support of it.

During the chaotic discussion and approvement of the 

Forest Code at the federal level, environmental NGOs 

rallied together – WWF-Russia, Greenpeace, the World 

Conservation Union (IUCN), the International Socio-

Ecological Union, Biodiversity Conservation Center – 

and presented mutually agreed amendments to the State 

Duma. Forest business actively supported them. Our 

supporters were of great help, sending President Putin 

thousands of postcards demanding that this 

irresponsible and environmentally dangerous project 

not be ratified. Unfortunately, in its final version, the 

law did not take into account such fundamentally 

important points as the responsibilities of forest-users, 

protection of forests against illegal logging and other 

2006ANNUAL REPORTWWF

illegal activities, the need for public hearings, 

environmental assessments, and control over economic 

activities in forests in specially protected areas.

Thus beginning in 2007 Russia’s forestry will develop 

under completely new conditions stipulated by the 

Forest Code. One of its most significant features is 

maximal decentralization, that is, the transfer of 

executive management and forest use, protection, and 

reproduction from the federal to the regional level. 

© WWF-Russia / Julia Kalinicheva

© WWF-Russia
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WWF’s Forest Programme faces a question: how should 

we work under these new conditions? We aim to 

develop and promote the spread of our experience 

working on both the federal and regional levels. For 

example, WWF and other leading conservation 

organizations are part of a Public Forest Council that 

operates under the Federal Forestry Agency 

(Rosleskhoz). The leaders of the Agency participate in 

the Council’s meetings, allowing us to maintain a 

constructive dialogue with each other.

We recommend creating public forest councils on the 

regional level. For example, in the Arkhangelsk Region 

in 2002 a working group was established to focus on 

high conservation value forests (HCVF) issues. The 

group has proved to be fruitful, involving 

representatives from the regional administration and 

NGOs, forest industry, forestry agency, experts who 

perform government environmental assessments, and 

scientists. This group was the basis for the idea to form 

a regional forest council. In the Arkhangelsk Region, 

this council already exists and studies the formation of 

forest policy. In practice, local authorities already 

recognize our main demand: that development plans for 

the forest sector should include approaches on 

conservation and maintenance  of high conservation 

value forests.

WWF is ready to share its knowledge and experience in 

creating model forests. Model forests are an important 

instrument for the development of sustainable forest 

use, public involvement (local residents and 

organizations) in decision-making process on forest 

management, deciding the fate of intact forests, and 

moving towards models of intensive use of secondary 

forests.

But we consider our most important partner in this new 

situation to be forest business, in particular 

environmentally responsible business. In Russia, thanks 

in great part to the work of WWF, voluntary forest 

certification continues to grow rapidly and corporate 

business policy is changing. An ever-increasing number 

of companies are concerned about preserving valuable 

forests, implementing environmentally sound logging 

technologies and reforestation, and ensuring social 

welfare for their employees and local citizens. We also 

work together with forest business in the area of 

improving the methods of tracking the origin of timber 

to confirm its legality. And there are many other ideas 

we hope to see brought to life.

© WWF-Russia / Julia Kalinicheva

© WWF-Russia / Julia Kalinicheva



Surenda Shresta, 
Regional Director of UNEP in Asia and 
the Pacific Region:

ECONET MEANS “WEB OF LIFE”
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Olga Pereladova, Head of the WWF Central Asia Regional 

Programme

We have been working in Central Asia since 1999, and the whole 

time I have not stopped marveling at this area, its stunning 

natural and cultural richness. Here, on the broad expanses you 

can see all kinds of landscapes: steppes and deserts, mountain 

forests and tundra… Nine-hundred species of vertebrates can be 

found in Central Asia, as can more than 7,000 species of vascular 

plants. About 20% of the species of flora and fauna are unique, 

that is, are not found anywhere else in the world! Without 

question, protected areas help to preserve this treasure, but as a 

whole they are unable to save everything. Moreover, because of 

the speed of economic development, with each day the network of 

protected areas is turning into more and more of a system of 

isolated islands. And, unfortunately, it is impossible to increase 

the size of a nature reserve or national park significantly without 

impinging on the interests of the local population.

An ECONET can help solve this problem. An ECONET is a 

unified “ecological network” that connects islands of virgin nature 

in a cohesive, seamless system. The network includes not only 

nature reserves, but ecological corridors and buffer zones – areas 

where economic activity is allowed, but with certain limitations. 

Such a system does not harm the region’s economy, but 

nonetheless preserves its fragile natural world.

In 2003, together with colleagues from the Global Ecological 

Fund and United Nations Environment Programme, we began to 

work on an ECONET project for five Central Asian countries: 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and 

Uzbekistan. At that time it seemed that it would take years for the 

plan to be officially ratified by the governments of each of these 

countries, primarily on account of the scale of the project: it 

covered all of Central Asia, and the ECONET itself would 

incorporate 44% of the area. That’s more than the combined 

areas of France, Spain, Germany, and Italy!
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“In recent years the interest in fortifying internati-
onal cooperation to solve ecological problems has 
risen signifi cantly. In Central Asia these positive 
processes are moving forward more quickly than 
in other parts of the world. Only on the scale of an 
entire region is it possible to fi ght such serious 
problems as desertifi cation and the swift 
extinction of endangered species.”

© WWF-Russia

© WWF-Russia

The ECONET project gives us the conviction that if 
together, without borders, we protect our nature, 
then the endangered snow leopard will be 
preserved in Russia, and Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan, 
and Kyrgyzstan.

Bolat Toguzakov, 
Head of the Department of Science, 
Information, and Monitoring of the 
Almatinsky Nature Reserve:
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Was it even realistic to carry out such an initiative in 

such a sizeable area? As it turned out, yes. In November 

2006 all the governments approved the WWF project as 

a basis for developing the systems of protected areas and 

land use. Besides this, the countries signed a Framework 

Convention on Environmental Protection for 

Sustainable Development in Central Asia, which 

included the ECONET as the basic means for conserving 

biological diversity. The Convention includes not only 

the WWF project, but many other aspects of nature 

conservation. It was created in a surprisingly short space 

of time – two years. A document of that level usually 

takes decades to develop and ratify. This record testifies 

to the readiness of the Central Asian countries to 

cooperate at the highest levels of government in order 

to save their nature. And although thus far the ECONET 

has existed only on paper, we are now beginning to 

bring it into actual being. The first steps are planned 

for 2007.

“Humankind will soon muck up Earth so much 
that aliens passing by in space won’t want to 
stop on the “Green Stop.” But seriously – soon 
our children will only be able to see animals in 
museums, water will be secondary, and pota-
toes will bloom only in a test-tube. I don’t want 
to accept that at all. If I can somehow change 
the perspective of my life and the life of my 
child, I must do that.”

Olga Turkina , WWF-Russia “Earth Keeper” member 

© WWF-Russia / Nikolay Kuznetzov
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A GREAT SHIP NEEDS DEEP WATERS
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Arina Gaba, Director of 

Corporate Fundraising 

and Marketing

Truly, business in our 

country is like an ocean, 

and working with business 

is like steering a ship: you 

always need to be on the 

crest of the wave, diligently watching everything that 

happens around you in order to raise your sails proudly.

The basis of the partnership between WWF and 

business is the Corporate Club – a member-based 

programme for socially responsible companies 

concerned about nature. This year the Club celebrated 

its fifth anniversary, and we have accumulated a lot of 

experience by working with many firms. We ourselves 

are often surprised at the quantity and diversity of 

cooperative projects. Incidentally, in our country the 

market for corporate charitable work is only now 

beginning to develop, and we ourselves have not fully 

grasped the magnitude of the potential for resources we 

could receive from corporate sources.

2006 was an interesting and fruitful year for us. Here 

are the most notable landmarks: our partnership with 

Alfa Bank – WWF’s first national partner – continued 

successfully. Many clients gladly get a charitable Visa 

card from Alfa Bank–WWF not only because the tiger 

on the card distinguishes it from other plastic, but 

because the bank donates 0.3% of all purchases made 

with the card to support WWF-Russia’s programmes.

Other AlfaBank–WWF projects included a Sting 

concert for charity and a photography exhibit by Yann 

Arthus-Bertrand called ‘Earth from Above,’ both of 

which were held last summer in Moscow with financial 
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support from Alfa Bank. A portion of the proceeds from 

ticket sales went to support the WWF-Russia forest 

programme, and the exhibit helped us win new 

supporters.

The programme ‘Nature Reserves and National Parks’ 

holds a special place in WWF’s work. The programme 

allows us to support protected areas in the entire 

country, not only in those areas where we have projects. 

We began trying to attract corporate partners to this 

programme about a year ago and have already achieved 

significant success. Thanks to the companies 

Independent Media, British American Tobacco, 

M.Video and the Swiss Embassy, the Kedrovaya Pad, 

Kostomukshsky, Prisursky, and Daursky nature 

reserves, as well as Kenozersky and Ugra national parks 

received grants in 2006 for projects with the theme of 

Local Initiatives in Supporting Protected Areas. A 

separate competition was held with support from the 

Coca-Cola Company, which provided funds for grants 

for five protected areas in the Lower and Middle Volga 

region.

WWF-Russia’s first charity ball was a significant event 

for us. The ball was held in support of the ‘Nature 

Reserves and National Parks’ programme. Thanks to 

help from Toyota Motor Company, Coca-Cola, Diners 
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Club, SmitHartman, the Living Nature of the Steppe association, 

as well as dozens of individuals, US$20,000 were raised.

A project with the ‘Secret of the Firm’ publishing house was very 

helpful for us. A portion of the proceeds from magazine sales 

goes to support WWF’s programmes, and every issue of the 

magazine ‘Vse Yasno’ (All’s Clear) includes both our logo and a 

very understandable story about an environmental problem and 

possible solutions.

We are very pleased to note that Russian business is moving 

forward along a path towards environmental and social 

responsibility. Today many companies have recognized the 

necessity and importance of cooperative projects for nature 

conservation and sustainable development – such as the 

programme for reintroducing the leopard to the Caucasus. That 

programme will begin in 2007, and, for the first time in this 

history of our country, will be funded by Russian companies.

Companies that are members 
of the WWF Corporate Club

Agros
Ak-cent Microsystems
Alfa Bank
ARTE DI VIVERE
ASKO
Aspera Explorations
Chronolux
ChronoPay
Coca-Cola
Eurokam
Globex Bank 
ICS Travel Group
Ilim Pulp
Independent Media
M. Video
Motordetal Kostroma Factory
Multon
Pilgrim
PIOGLOBAL
PIT International
RESO Garantia 
ROCKWOOL Russia
Rosbank
ROSNO
Shatura Furniture
Svyazinvest
Tetra Pak
TransUnikom

“Earth Keeper” Companies

Association of G.B. Plekhanov Russian 
Economic Academy Graduates
Boheme Music 
Capital Freight Agency
Choron Diamond  
Discovery Club
Econatzbank
IQ Marketing
In the World of Fantasy
Kants Trend
Kazumyan 
Manchies
RENOVEL Construction Company
SmitHartman
Solway
Wasserhaus 2000

© WWF-Russia
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Victoria Sinitsyna, Head of Membership 

Programme

In 2006 the WWF-Russia’s Membership 

Programme celebrated its 5th anniversary. Those 

of us who work on this programme have joined together 

in a friendly and professional team. You can learn about 

our successes – and lack thereof – in the newspaper 

“Panda,” our mailings and electronic reports, and news 

on the website wwf.ru. Over the course of these years 

WWF-Russia has received support from more than 

12,000 Russians, 7,000 of which are people who 

consistently offer financial support to the Fund. 

Of course, we would like to add another zero to the last 

figure to turn it into 70,000, but for now that remains 

a dream. And even if it doesn’t come true tomorrow, we 

nonetheless believe that it will ultimately come true! 

It’s just that everything takes time. As one of our wise 

supporters wrote: “You can’t eat money, you can’t 

admire asphalt, you can’t care about robots – 

unfortunately, many haven’t understood that yet.” 

Realizing that by helping nature, you are helping 

yourself – this is no walk in the park.  But each year 

more and more of our citizens come to this realization. 

Thus having 7,000 people who donate money to the 

environment not occasionally (there are more of those), 

but regularly – that’s no small number! In 2002 there 

were hundreds of people who made the decision to 

support WWF (many of them still support us); 

in 2006 thousands made that decision.

Last year, in addition to supporting WWF’s thematic 

and ecoregional projects, supporters took active part in 

the Adopt a Bison programme (in cooperation with 

Prioksko-Terrasniy Nature Reserve). They adopted and 

‘readopted’ 19 bison. Under the aegis of the Plant Your 

Forest programme in the Altai, 73 hectares of unique 
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forest bands were reforested. Projects have been 

completed to outfit a Land of the Leopard visitors’ 

center in the Russian Far East and to create the Shatak 

Nature Preserve in the southern Urals. Both projects 

were financed entirely by individual donations.

Together with WWF, supporters actively participated in 

prevention of the ratification of the Forest Code, came 

to rallies to defend Lake Baikal, boycotted black caviar 

at New Year’s, asked thousands of questions at meetings 

in our Moscow office, by telephone and email, and 

helped resolve organizational and other problems. With 

the Earth Keepers*, who pay an annual membership fee 

of a minimum of 5,000 rubles, we have had wonderful 

trips to protected areas and an unforgettable trip to the 

Primorsky region. WWF members attended the charity 

ball for Russian nature reserves and national parks.

Dear friends! Your financial support and active 

interest in WWF’s work – demanding results, 

offering constructive criticism, and of course, 

saying kind words – helped us throughout the 

year! THANK YOU.”

*  Earth Keepers are WWF-Russia members whose yearly donations 
is 5,000 rubles or more.

“SLOW AND STEADY WINS THE RACE”

© WWF-Russia



“Supporting WWF allows me to 
feel a part of a large work. WWF 
is a big organization that really 
protects nature.”

Nikolai Bogdanov , WWF-Russia 
“Earth Keeper” member
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Direct Dialogue, a WWF-Russia campaign 

to attract new supporters

Evgeny Abrosimov, Campaign Coordinator

“The best way to attract a new supporter is to talk to 

him or her in person. Of course, it’s not possible to walk 

up to each of Russia’s 145 million citizens… Nonetheless 

the WWF Direct Dialogue campaign allows us to talk 

with tens of thousands. Our recruiters (specially trained 

young people, mostly college students) talk with people 

at movie theatres or malls and try to convince them to 

support WWF’s programmes. They can pay 

immediately and receive a receipt, a panda button, and 

informational materials about WWF. It’s possible that 

the reason for the effectiveness of the Direct Dialogue is 

found in its simplicity: making the decision to support 

WWF and give money takes only a few minutes.

We made our first attempts at Direct Dialogue in 2003, 

but the programme only took off for real in January 

2006, when three rules were implemented:

• We don’t want to please every person, but we carry 

out a conversation according to a strictly prepared 

script;

• Recruiters do not show prejudice in choosing people 

to address (after all, anyone can become a supporter!)

•  Recruiters do not educate, but search for people who 

are already prepared to become supporters.

In 2006, thanks to the Direct Dialogue programme, 

WWF gained more than 3500 new donors, of which 

1000 became supporters.

I was pleased to see the success of our Adopt a Bison 
programme (you can read more about it at http://www.wwf.
ru/help_us/adopt_zubr/). For the past two years, we can 
proudly say that all the newborn bison have found ‘adoptive 
parents.’

Anna Alexeytseva, Special projects сoordinator

© WWF-Russia / Victor Andreev
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“I feel nature’s problems as my own.”

Irina Gordeeva, , WWF-Russia “Earth 
Keeper” member

Why it is important 
to preserve Tayozhny

Tayozhny is the last of the tiger wildlife refuges  
in the Primorsky Region untouched by logging 
for 30 years. Thanks to this, a pristine area of taiga 
forest became a ‘maternity ward’ for ungulates 
and a true ‘house of cats’: according to fi ndings 
from the last census in the refuge, three 
Siberian tigers are consistently quartered there, 
and at least three others regularly enter the area. 
And then, after 30 years of peace and quiet, 
loggers once again started to “sharpen their saws” 
on the forests of the wildlife refuge, where valua-
ble tree species had been preserved that are now 
in high demand on the market: primarily oak and 
ash. The Roshinsky forest unit (leskhoz) did not 
waste time looking for a legal permission to begin 
logging in the refuge. It simply began prophylac-
tic thinning in the area. According to the law, the 
basic purpose is to improve the helpful functions 
of the forest. But in actuality, prophylactic thin-
ning became a veiled form of industrial logging, 
with real hunting for the best trees, and nothing 
beyond making a profi t. 

TAYOZHNY WILDLIFE REFUGE: 
A BATTLE FOR THE “HOUSE OF CATS”
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Denis Smirnov, Head of the Forest programme 

of the WWF-Russia Far East Branch 

In nature conservation, as in military science, there is the concept 

of the last stand, beyond which there is no further retreat. In 2006 

the last stand for WWF-Russia in the Far East became the 

Tayozhny Wildlife Refuge in the Krasnoarmeisky District of the 

Primorsky Region. At times the events surrounding it truly 

seemed like military maneuvers.
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Episode 1 

The tigers’ peace and quiet came to an end, and WWF sounded 

the alarm. We insisted that the wildlife refuge, which covers a 

mere one percent of the Krasnoarmeisky District of the Primorsky 

Region, should be left as wilderness and removed from industrial 

logging. Our main ally was the Primorsky Region Inter-district 

Conservation Prosecutor. The Primorsky Region Administration 

of Protected Areas, under whose authority the wildlife refuge lies, 

denounced the logging. Trips with rangers from the regional 

office of environmental protection to verify permits became 

© WWF-Russia / Dmitry Kuchma
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‘offensive reconnaissance.’ Journalists and WWF 

employees offered informational support for these 

checks.

The taiga problem went beyond the borders of the 

district and region, and the results of the checks led to 

a criminal suit against the director of forestry. In spring 

2006 all logging in the wildlife refuge was halted per 

order of the inter-district prosecutor on account of the 

lack of environmental impact reports. We hoped that 

the threat has passed. But it turned out that Tayozhny 

Wildlife Refuge had only been granted a breather.

Episode 2 

The ‘explosion’ came, as always, unexpectedly: in 

September 2006 a commission of experts decided in 

favor of Roshinsky leskhoz on the basis of the materials 

they were provided. The so-called prophylactic thinning 

in Tayozhny Wildlife Refuge and the commercial nut 

zone of the Roshinsky leskhoz was given a green light. 

Not even the presence of a WWF employee in the 

commission could prevent this decision.

Then we turned to the public. We brought the problem 

to the media once again, and on the Tiger Day festival 

in Vladivostok we collected 720 signatures on a petition 

addressed to the heads of federal forestry and 

environmental protection agencies to put a stop 

to logging in the wildlife refuge. A joint letter from 

WWF-Russia and Greenpeace to the main 

administration of Russia’s federal environmental 

protection agency played a special role in this most 

complicated situation. Thanks to the letter, the Far East 

branch of the Federal Supervisory Natural Resources 

Management Service (Rosprirodnadzor) initiated a new 

audit of Tayozhny Wildlife Refuge.

At the same time, the question of logging in the refuge 

was discussed at local public hearings to change 

the status of the refuge. 

“I saw an ad for saving the tiger; then when 
I was on vacation I recognized the panda 
logo, found information about the Fund, and 
decided to help! And here I am with WWF fi ve 
years already, and I’ll keep on supporting – 
I’m not used to giving in! And in that time 
I gave birth to twins…”

Anna Vorobyova, WWF-Russia “Earth Keeper” 
member

Local residents and ecologists joined together to protest 

any kind of logging in the wildlife refuge. Thanks to 

these activities across the entire ‘front,’ the passing 

grade on the environmental impact statements was 

retracted. The loggers retreated: by the end of 2006 

their machinery was removed from Tayozhny Wildlife 

Refuge. The expansion of pseudo-legal logging 

in key areas of tiger habitat was stopped. 

Epilogue

The battle for the ‘House of Cats’ gave us invaluable 

experience in offering resistance to what would seem 

a hopeless situation. And also – a charge of optimism 

and confidence that victory is possible. I have shared this 

experience with you because our history with Tayozhny 

Wildlife Refuge  could be repeated in any part of Russia.

© WWF-Russia / Vladimir Filonov



BAIKAL IS WORTH MORE THAN OIL
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Aleksei Knizhnikov, Oil & Gas 

Environmental Policy Officer

2006 brought a definitive victory in 

the campaign to save Lake Baikal and 

Perevoznaya Bay* in the Russian Far 

East. For more than three years, 

WWF, together with Greenpeace, the International 

Socio-Ecological Union, the Biodiveristy Conservation 

Center, the Phoenix Fund, Green Cross, and other NGOs 

worked to change the route of a planned pipeline in order 

to protect the valuable ecosystems. The pipeline would 

transport oil from Eastern Siberia to countries in the 

Asia-Pacific region. There were times when it seemed 

that all our efforts were in vain, that Transneft (the 

investor in a Siberian project that in scale was second 

only to the Baikal-Amur Railroad) would not 

compromise, and that the oil pipeline would be build 

right at the edge of Baikal, a mere 800 meters from the 

lake. Catastrophic earthquakes are possible in this area, 

and if the pipe should burst, thousands of tons of oil 

would form a thin film over half of Baikal.

We had no doubts about the importance and necessity of 

our actions. The question was not whether or not the 

pipeline should be built, but how it should be built. The 

version that Transneft proposed could be compared to 
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setting mines with unknown timeframes and catastrophic 

economical and ecological results. But there were 

alternative routes. 46 of the top specialists who 

participated in the federal environmental impact 

assessment on the Eastern Siberia – Pacific Ocean project 

admitted that building a pipeline close to Baikal was 

unacceptable. Nonetheless, the Federal Service for 

Environmental, Technological and Nuclear Supervision 

(Rostekhnadzor) rejected the commission’s conclusion, 

extended the length of the commission’s work, and added 

34 rather accommodating people to it, ensuring that the 

environmental impact statement would pass successfully.

In this situation, the government was unable to sound the 

voice of a unified team: it was in fact the ministers of 

natural resources, social development, regional 

development, and emergency situations that should have 

organized a multifaceted approach to developing this 

politically and socially important project. But they 

preferred to remain silent, allowing Transneft to proceed 

in their own commercial interests. The government’s lack 

of action and the media’s silence raised a wave of protests 

involving thousands and across all of Russia: Irkutsk, 

Angarsk, Kazan, Krasnoyarsk, Ulan-Ude, Tomsk, 

Severobailkalsk, Moscow and other cities. Neither the 

monetization of benefits nor the reform of the railroad 

© WWF-Russia / Andrew Maksimov
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* Initially the ‘Eastern Siberia – Pacifi c Ocean’ pipeline 
was planned such as to have its end in Perevoznaya Bay 
in the Primorsky Region. Joint eff orts from WWF and 
other NGOs, scientists, and the general public helped 
defend this unique natural area, where the Far Eastern 
Leopard lives and Russia’s only marine nature reserve is 
located. In November 2006 Transneft announced that it 
would soon begin building in Kozmino, not far from 
Nakhodka. A deep-water port with the infrastructure 
necessary for this project is located there.
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roused such protest as did the threat to Baikal. Tens of thousands 

of Russians (among them many WWF supporters) signed a letter 

to President Putin. And then, at the end of April, at a meeting in 

Tomsk with the heads of the Siberian regions, Putin ordered the 

segment of pipeline be built beyond the borders of Baikal’s 

watershed and seismic zone, more than 40 kilometers to the north.

As a result the path of the pipeline was moved 400 kilometers from 

Baikal, avoiding the mountains. The new path allows the 

realization of principles that WWF seeks to attain from Russia’s oil 

and gas sector: that in projects involving large infrastructure, all the 

interested companies – private and government – should pool their 

efforts and financial resources. This allows business to increase its 

environmental responsibility and improves the economics of the 

projects.

This history of the ‘Eastern Siberia – Pacific 

Ocean’ project shows that an open dialogue 

between citizens, government, and business is 

possible. The story ended in the victory of 

common sense, so there are no losers: 

everyone, including Transneft, stands only to 

gain from this decision.

I consider the event of the year to be the moving of the oil 
pipeline away from Baikal and changing its endpoint, which 
off ers us the chance to save Perevoznaya Bay. This tells us 
that there is pro-environment public sentiment in our 
country, and it counts for something. 

Vassily Spiridonov, Marine Programme Coordinator

© WWF-Russia / Andrew Maksimov
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“YTYK KERE SIRDER” 
AS A GIFT TO THE EARTH
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Viktor Nikiforov, director «The Global 200» 

Programme

I remember how, 10 years ago, thanks to our 

cooperation with Yakutia, the Gift to the Earth 

initiative, now known across the globe, was born. The 

republic’s Minister of Nature Conservation, Vasiliy 

Alekseev, proposed that WWF support a wonderful 

initiative – to proclaim a network of protected areas 

that was being founded in the republic: “Ytyk kere 

sirder” (“beautiful sacred lands” in the Yakut language”) 

as a gift to the global community. I liked the idea a great 

deal, and together we thought of a final name: Gift to 

the Earth. And then, the same year, the president of 

WWF, HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, turned 

to heads of state and regional governors with the call to 

give gifts to the earth. The Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 

became a pioneer, bringing the first and largest gift. The 

republic’s leaders more than fulfilled their responsibility 

to bring the amount of protected area in the republic to 

25% of the total area. Today that figure is more than 

28%: over 10 years, 88,000,000 hectares have been 

placed under protection, and 5 nature parks and 78 

nature reserves have been founded. That is 3.5 times the 

total area of Great Britain!

Our partnership with the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 

began in 1993 with a visit to the WWF branch in 

Sweden. Mikail Nikolaev, the first president, was the 

leader of the delegation. Then we agreed on the 

beginning of the first large international project in 

Yakutia’s arctic zone – building an international 

biological station in the Lena River delta. It was named 

Lena-Nordensheld. Less than two years later, Prince 
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Philip opened the biostation. Since then, dozens of 

international expeditions have visited the center, and it 

will operate for many years to come in the Arctic for the 

good of humankind.

In the 1990s WWF entered into an agreement with the 

republic regarding support for protected areas. Those 

were complicated times: the fundamental rebuilding of 

the system of environmental management in Russia led 

to the liquidation of many regional committees and 

ministries of nature conservation. Thanks to the 

principled position of employees at the Ministry of 

Nature Conservation, Yakutia was one of three regions 

whose environmental agencies withstood these changes. 

New protected areas appeared on the map of the 

republic: WWF-Sakha (Chauroda), Alakit, Muna, 

Terpei-Tumus and many others. A beautiful visitors’ 

center and the office of Lenskye Stolby National Park 

were built on the banks of the Lena and Pokrovsk 

Rivers.

The whole world knows about the joint project of WWF 

and the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) to save the eastern 

Siberian population of Siberian cranes. The Kytalyk 

© WWF-Russia



“I consider it my civic duty to support nature conservation.”

Olga Krutovertseva , WWF-Russia “Earth Keeper” member

“Ten years have passed since the Republic of Sakha 
(Yakutia) approached WWF with a proposition to accept 
its unique system of protected areas as a gift to the 
earth. We express our gratitude to WWF and hope for 
future partnerships to protect nature.”

Alexander Akimov
Vice-president of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
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resource reserve, founded through the efforts of many people, 

gave effective protection to the nesting grounds of this unique 

bird, which is considered endangered both in Russia and by the 

World Conservation Union (IUCN). 

Over the course of many years we have developed wonderful 

relationships with our Yakutian colleagues; these working 

relationships have gradually turned into friendships. Our 

organization was fortunate to find kindred spirits who share our 

mission and faith that together we can change this world for the 

better. I would like to again thank ecologists Valentin Arkhipov 

and Ludmila Shmatkova, biologists Nikita Solomonov, Nikolai 

Germogenov, the wonderful coordinators of the WWF friends 

clubs, Olga Rozhkova, Nadezhda Aleksandrova, Natalia 

Bolkhoeva, and my friends: the journalist Nadezhda Ivantsova, 

the Head of the Department of Protected Areas of the Ministry of 

Nature Conservation of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) Yakov 

Sivtsev, and many others. Only together were we able to achieve 

such remarkable successes!

© WWF-Russia / Viktor Nikiforov
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THE BITTER LESSONS 
OF THE SAKHALIN STORY
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Igor Chestin, CEO WWF-Russia

The ‘Sakhalin-2’ project is the largest 

oil-and-gas project in the world 

today. It includes the construction of 

two oil-drilling platforms (Molikpaq 

and ‘PA-B’) and one gas platform 

(Lenskoe) on the shelf of the northern part of the Island 

of Sakhalin. Besides this, there are plans to lay under sea 

pipelines from the platform to the shore, parallel oil and 

gas pipelines 800 kilometers from the north to the south 

of the island. There are also plans to build a plant for 

producing liquefied gas in the Korsakov district, and an 

oil-export terminal in Aniva Bay. The projected 

investment exceeds US $ 20 billion.  The project operator 

is the Sakhalin Energy company, which was created by 

Royal Dutch/Shell, Mitsui, and Mitsubishi. The project 

will be implemented on the basis of the Production 

Sharing Agreement, in accordance with which the 

Russian Federation will begin receiving its share after the 

investors recover all their losses.

Beginning in 2002, when concrete decisions about the 

project became known, ecologists sounded the alarm 

for the following reasons:

• The PA-B oil-drilling platform and associated under 

sea pipeline were slated to be built in areas where gray 

whales feed. There are only about 100 gray whales 

left in the world.

• The overland pipelines were to be open-cut, which is 

unacceptable in areas with seismic activity and 

potential for landslides. Moreover, there were plans to 

dig trenches through rivers where salmon swim to 

spawn.
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• There were plans to dump the soil extracted from 

deepening the floor of the Aniva Bay directly into the 

bay, which could destroy its very rich and productive 

ecosystem.

• In planning year-round extraction and transportation 

of oil on the shelf, including in complicated sub-zero 

conditions, the company did not have a plan for 

eliminating potential spills.

With active participation from WWF, a coalition of 

Russian and international public organizations was 

founded. In 2003, we began a unified campaign to 

change the project. While continuing to address our 

comments to Russian government bodies, filing lawsuits 

demanding the overturning of the environmental impact 

statements, we simultaneously participated in an active 

dialogue with international financial institutions – 

primarily the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development, where the company received its credit. 

Thanks to our efforts, the bank refused credit for three 

years, demanding changes to the project. Some of the 

conditions were fulfilled: in 2005, Sakhalin Energy 

announced a change in the location of the offshore 

pipeline so as to avoid the areas where whales gathered. 

However, the company continued to refuse to respond 

to the rest of the demands and continued work 

according to the original, unacceptable plan.

In spring of 2005 testimony about the destruction of 

spawning rivers appeared, drawing sharp criticism from 

the public and from international financial institutions. 

The controlling Russian institutions, however, stayed 

on the sidelines. In summer of the same year, the 

foundation of ‘PA-B’ platform was built in direct 

proximity to the area the gray whales inhabited. 

© WWF-Russia / 
Vladimir Filonov
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In the fall, Sakhalin Energy completed digging to deepen 

Aniva Bay, dumping the waste into the middle of the 

bay. In 2006, during public consultations organized by 

the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development, it became evident that the company had 

intentionally hidden known risks associated with laying 

an above-ground pipeline in an area with seismic 

activity and the threat of mud- and landslides.

Finally, in summer of 2006, the Russian Federal Service 

for Environmental, Technological and Nuclear 

Supervision (Rostekhnadzor) began an audit of the 

project. After the initial surveys, the Service considered 

it necessary to invite experts from public organizations, 

including WWF, to participate in the investigation. 

At the end of September were flew to the island and 

discovered that Sakhalin Energy had broadened the belt 

of forest cut for the pipeline. Along the length of its 

800 kilometers, thousands of hectares of forest were 

destroyed. Moreover, the company illegally laid the 

pipeline through the Izyubrovy Nature Preserve, having 

changed the planned path of the pipeline. Underwater 

investigations carried out by scuba divers from a local 

underwater club showed that the floor of Aniva Bay 

had been significantly damaged, and that sea-bottom 

communities across a large area had been essentially 

destroyed. On the basis of the audit, decrees were made 

and construction was ordered to be halted. The harm 

done was estimated at hundreds of millions of dollars. 

A significant share of this responsibility lies on the 

shoulders of the controlling Russian institutions which, 

despite public outcry, refused to take any action for 

three years.

Much of the press at the time, especially the 

international media, hypothesized that the 

environmental audit had been initiated in order to force 

Royal Dutch/Shell to transfer control of the project 

to Gazprom on more favorable terms. It is hard to say 

how well-founded that hypothesis is, but the fact that 

the company allowed serious legal violations and 

caused tremendous harm to the nature of the Island of 

Sakhalin is an incontestable fact. Environmentalists 

know no other oil and gas projects in Russia that could 

have been implemented more irresponsibly. I think the 

story of the Sakhalin-2 project should be a good lesson 

for the future for those companies which think that they 

can use back-alley methods of receiving permissions to 

ensure that their activities will be inviolable. 

However that may be, the deal was made and control 

of the project was transferred to Gazprom. WWF and 

other public organizations immediately approached 

the  head of Gazprom with a proposal to discuss the 

environmental aspects of the project. The company 

expressed great interest and almost immediately agreed 

to the proposition. A working group is already being 

formed. We hope that in 2007 we will be able not only 

to implement changes in the project decisions, but also 

to make a plan for restoring the destroyed ecosystems.

© WWF-Russia / Igor Chestin
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Moscow, Moscow region
Adamson Irina
Afanasyev Igor
Agamirov Arkady
Aksenova Olga B.
Aksenova Olga N.
Akvardar Aylin
Aleshin Alexey
Alexandrov Vladimir
Alexandrova Margarita
Alexeeva Yevgenia
Alferova Alena
Alfeyev Dmitriy
Aliyeva Nina
Andreev Victor
Andreeva Alla
Andreeva Galina
Andreeva Irina
Andrianova Elena 
Andryuschak Irina 
Anikeyeva Yulia
Anisimov Igor
Annenkov Vladimir 
Anokhina Daria
Antipova Larisa 
Aparkhov Vadim 
Apolonskaya Ksenia 
Apraksina Irina 
Aristov Kirill
Aristova Inna
Artyomov Valery 
Asadov Alexander 
Avrakhov Yevgeny
Azarova Galina
Babicheva Elena
Babina Irina
Babitsky Mikhail
Bagrov Vladimir
Balandina Elena 
Balandina Natalia 
Barabash Vladimir 
Baranov Victor 
Barinov Dmitriy 
Barteneva Svetlana
Basistov Alexey 
Batyukhnov Alexander 
Baum Victor 
Bedin Mikhail 
Bedina Tatiana 
Bekasova Arina 
Belikov Anton 
Belikova Yevgenia 
Belkin Maxim
Belokurov Alexander
Belov Anton
Belova Nitalia
Belova Yevgenia
Belyaev Alexander
Beresnev Alexander
Berezhnov Dmitriy
Bilzho Andrey
Birulin Vasily
Bobrova Yevgenia
Bogatova Natalya 
Bogatskaya Svetlana 
Bogdanov Nikolay 
Boikov Mikhail
Bondarchuk Irina 
Borisov Dmitriy
Borisova Oksana 
Bourmistrov Marat
Bourtsev Sergey
Bratkina Tatiana 
Bukreyev Andrey
Bukvareva Alexandra 
Bukvareva Elena 
Bulakhtina Svetlana
Bulgakov Nikolay

Bulynina Tatiana
Buniatyan Tigran
Burdin Konstantin
Bychkov Alexander
Bykov Andrey
Chaus Svetlana 
Cherkashin Igor 
Cherkasov Mikhail 
Chernyak Leonid 
Chernyshenko Oksana
Chestin Igor 
Chibashova Natalia 
Chistyakova Vera 
Chubiy Vitaly 
Clark Heather
Cooper Marcus 
Danilychev Sergey 
Dausheva Nina 
Demidenko Olga 
Demidov Alexey 
Dikansky Andrey 
Dikhtyar Svetlana 
Dmitrieva Irina
Dobashina Yevgenia
Dolmatov Denis
Dolya Oleg
Dontsov Nikolay 
Dorokhov Andrey
Doutov Sergey  
Drozdov Nikolay 
Drozdova Elena 
Druzhinin Alexey 
Dutov Sergey 
Dzhanashvili Angelina
Dzhilavyan Armen
Edelman Leonid
Efanov Anton 
Efi mova Irina 
Egorov Alexey
Egorov Valery 
Eliseev Yevgeny 
Emelyanova Anna 
Epifanov Alexander 
Erenburg Vladimir
Ermakov Kirill 
Erokhina Olga 
Evdokimova Anastasia
Fedotova Vera
Fenchuk Mikhail A.
Fenchuk Mikhail M. 
Feofanova Natalia
Filatova Maria 
Filatova-Gomoki Victoria 
Filimonova Elena 
Fisun Alexey 
Fokina Yulia
Fomina Anna
Fonton Alexandra
Freydina Marina
Gaikalov Alexander 
Galperin Yakov 
Ganzhina Anna 
Ganzhina Natalya 
Gatselyuk Anastasia 
Gegina Maria 
Georgiyev Andrey 
Gerasimov Sergey
Glubokovsky Mikhail 
Godgelf Anna 
Golovicher Olga 
Gorbunova Larisa
Gordeeva Irina 
Gorsheneva Elena 
Gorshkova Vera 
Goryushina Natalya
Grachev Alexander 
Grachev Igor
Gracheva Olga

Grakhovskaya Ekaterina
Grankina Ekaterina
Grigorovskaya Varvara
Grigoryants Alexey
Grinev Sergey
Grushina Elizaveta
Guglya Ilya
Guseva Yulia
Hiller Diana
Hines Jonathan
Hulett Linn
Ignatyeva Maria 
Ilyin Konstantin 
Ilyina Anastasia 
Inzhinevskaya Lubov
Isaeva Svetlana 
Ivanova Anna A.
Ivanova Anna S.
Ivanova Tatiana
Ivygina Elena
Kachan Nina 
Kalashnov Fedor 
Kalashnov Georgiy
Kalashnov Yury 
Kalashnova Olga 
Kalugina Natalya 
Kamenev Alexander
Kapatsinskaya Natalya 
Kapatsinsky Mikhail
Kapustina-Brooks Elena 
Karakhanyan Salevel 
Karakutsev Sergey 
Karasev Boris 
Karchemkin Alexey 
Karlsen Anastasia
Karpenko Rostislav
Kartashov Andrey 
Katalevskaya Marina
Kezhkovski Tomash 
Kezhkovski Yan
Kharchenko German
Kharchenko Yevgenia
Khasanova Danata
Khazanov Yury
Kim Natalia
Kireeva Irina
Kirienko Maria
Kirpichnikov Konstantin
Kirsanova Anna
Kiryanova Mariya 
Kishilova Svetlana
Kitain Mikhail
Klepatskaya Tatiana 
Klimenko Andrey 
Klimenko Ivan 
Klimov German 
Klyuchevskaya Vasilina 
Klyuchevsky Boris 
Kobylkin Maxim
Kobylkina Marina 
Kokorin Alexey
Kolesnik Elena
Kolesnik Fedosy
Kolomenskaya Elena
Kolomina Elena 
Kolosov Denis
Kolosova Tatiana
Komarkova Irina 
Komarkova Irina
Komarov Andrey
Komarov Andrey
Komolov Anton 
Komolov Anton
Konchakova Viktoria 
Kondakova Anna
Kondratenko Galina 
Kondratyev Alexey 
Konorova Alexandra

Konova Anastasia
Konstantinova Nelli
Kopylova Olga
Kopytova Maria
Korkoshko Alina 
Korneev Dmitriy 
Korolev Mikhail
Korolkov Andrey 
Korostyshevskaya Oksana 
Korotkikh Elena 
Korotova Elena
Korzhova Anna
Koshechkin Dmitriy 
Koshechkina Irina 
Kostin Alexey
Kotlov Kirill
Kotosonova Yulia
Koval Galina
Kovaleva Olga
Kovalyuk Stanislav
Kozhemyaka Nikita
Kozhukhova Raisa
Kozlova Darya
Kozlovskaya Ekaterina
Krakhin Vitaly
Krapotkina Tatiana
Krayneva Maria
Kretova Elena
Krivosheeva Irina 
Krutovertseva Olga 
Krylova Anna
Kudryashov Peter
Kudryavtseva Margarita
Kudryavtseva Tatiana 
Kulakov Pavel 
Kulikova Elena 
Kurganskaya Natalya 
Kurysheva Marina 
Kusenkov Denis
Kusenkova Vera 
Kushnerenko Dmitriy 
Kustova Maria 
Kustova Svetlana 
Kuzmenko Alexander
Kuzmich Sergey
Kuznetsov Oleg
Ladur Darya
Lapshin Konstantin
Lapshina Anna
Laskin Yury
Late Michael
Laukhin Yan
Lavrentyeva Ekaterina
Lazareva Lada
Lebedev Mikhail
Lebedev Sergey
Lebedev Yury
Lebedeva Vera
Lebedeva-Hooft Elena
Lelyukhina Elena
Leonidov Yury
Leonov Andrey
Levina Olga
Linkov Andrey
Lobanova Stanislava
Lobanova Vera
Lobov Sergey
Loftus Annette
Loginova Alla
Lokotkova Elena
Lopyreva Victoria
Lukichev Vladislav
Lunina Nelli
Luzgina Elena
Luzhenkov Andrey
Lvova-Kraeva Olga
Lyupaeva Natalya
Makarycheva Natalia

Makeeva Marina
Maksakovsky Nikolay
Malinina Svetlana
Malkov Alexander
Maltseva Nadezhda
Malyarskaya Maria
Manchuk Alexey
Markov Alexander
Martynov Andrey
Maryin Alexander 
Maryina Anastasia 
Maryina Nadezhda 
Masalova Natalya 
Mashkov Filipp
Maslova Veronika
Matyushevskaya Olga
Maximova Ekaterina
Meftakhutdinova Yulia
Melnikov Denis
Mifodovsky Valery
Mikhaylov  Andrey
Mikhaylova Anastasia
Mikushevich Valentina
Miloslavskaya Marianna
Milov Vladimir 
Milova Ekaterina 
Minchina Elena
Mironenko Anton
Moiseeva Yevgenia
Mokhova Valentina
Monastyretskiy Yaroslav
Mulkidzhanyan Lidiya
Murashkevich Denis
Muratov Andrey
Murtazin Rustam 
Muzyka Boris
Naumenko Alexey 
Nechaev Alexander
Nikiforov Andrey 
Nikiforov Victor 
Nikiforova Yulia
Nikulin Igor 
Nikulina Natalya 
Nisitani Tamoaki
Norsoyan Lyudmila
Novash Irina
Novomlinsky Nikolay
Novozhilov Yevgeny
Obukhovskaya Lyudmila 
Oganesyan Elena 
Okopny Alexey
Okulova Elena 
Oleynik Elena
Oleynik Vyacheslav 
Onischenko Vladislav 
Oppengeym Veronika 
Orekhova Polina 
Oreshkina Anna 
Orlova Tatiana 
Oschepkov Vasily 
Osipyuk Nelli 
Ostrovidova Ekaterina
Pal Vladimir
Panferova Tatiana 
Panfi lova Polina 
Pankratov Konstantin
Parshukova Marina
Pavlichenkov Andrey
Pavlov Nikolay
Pechorin Sergey
Peterova Olga
Petukhov Sergey
Pinaeva Veronika
Piterskaya Olga 
Pitersky Yury 
Pletnyov Alexandr
Plotnikov Alexander 
Plotnikov Sergey 
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Pluzhnichenko Ilona
Poddubnaya Elena
Poleschuk Viktoria
Polnaya Natalya
Polnikov Alexey
Polyanskaya Irina 
Polyanskaya Varvara 
Popandopulo Irina
Popov Alexey S.
Popov Alexey V.
Popov Gavriil 
Popov Vsevolod 
Popova Irina 
Popovicheva Natalia
Pozdnyakova Oksana
Prudnikov Sergey 
Prudnikova Diana 
Pukhovskaya Alla
Pushkova Elena
Rasskazova Anna 
Ratnikov Alexander 
Raynova Maria
Redkina Irina
Redozubova Margarita
Reutskaya Yulia
Rezchikov Vyacheslav
Reznikov Andrey
Rivkina Yulia
Robert Erik
Rodionov Andrey 
Rodionov Ivan 
Rodionova Olga 
Rodnov Igor 
Rogozhinskaya Ekaterina
Rudik Alexander
Rukin Victor
Rumyantseva Natalya
Runov Dmitriy
Ryabochkina Natalya
Ryakhovsky Alexander
Ryazanov Andrey
Ryndina Olesya 
Ryzhova Natalya
Sachenko Sergey
Sadovina Vera
Safi ulin Ildar
Safronov Nikas
Safronov Sergey 
Safronova Ekaterina
Samiullina Maria
Sankov Vseslav
Sargsyan Asya
Savelyeva Yulia
Saygushev Andrey
Saykina Yulia
Schepin Arseniy
Schepin Georgiy
Selezneva Nina
Sergeeva Darya
Sevastyanova Yevgenia
Sevostyanov Valentin
Shadricheva Natalia
Shakunov Andrey
Shaposhnikov Dmitry
Sharapova Arina
Shashkova Veronika G. 
Shashkova Veronika V. 
Shaulskaya Oksana
Shestakov Alexander
Shevchenko Elena
Shevchenko Svetlana
Shevchuk Dmitriy 
Shevchuk Svetlana 
Shevtsov Valery 
Shilina Svetlana
Shilova Anna
Shipitsin Vitaly 
Shishliv Sergey
Shishova Tatiana 
Shneyder Sergey
Shpilevaya Olga
Shtatnov Mikhail
Shvarts Yevgeny 

Sinitsyna Victoria
Skorodenko Vladimir
Skorokhodov Victor
Slavina Anna
Smirnov Gennady
Smirnova Elena 
Smirnova Ksenia 
Smolyakov Andrey
Snigirova Tatiana
Sokolov Alexey 
Sokolov Boris
Sokolovskaya Tatiana
Soldatenkova Darya
Solovyeva Margarita
Sosin Sergey
Sotov Alexander
Sovostyanov Igor
Spivak Leonid
Starkova Anna 
Stepanov Valery 
Strongin Semyon 
Survillo Vitaly 
Suvorova Olga 
Svarnik Tatiana 
Syanova Natalia
Synkov Alexander
Synkova Alla 
Syomin Alexander 
Syutkin Valery
Talnikov Dmitriy 
Tarasova Inna 
Tarasova Natalia
Tarnovskaya Marina 
Tatarenko EGor 
Tatevosyan Olga 
Teplukhina Maria
Terebinskaya Elena
Timofeeva Vlada
Tkachenko Yevgeny
Tolstukhina Yulia
Tomash Svetlana
Tonkacheev Dmitriy
Travkina Margarita
Tregubova Elena
Trofi menko Sergey
Tsarev Ilya 
Tsvetkov Mikhail 
Tsvetkova Ekaterina 
Tsyganova Natalia 
Turkin Dmitriy 
Turkina Olga 
Tynkovan Alexander 
Tyunyaeva Elena 
Ulyantseva Elena 
Usov Sergey 
Utesheva Dina
Utolin Dmitriy 
Vainer Vladimir 
Vasilyev Denis
Vasilyeva Larisa 
Vetrova Tatiana
Vilkov Grigory 
Vindman Leonid 
Vital Feofania 
Vladislavov Vladimir
Vladislavova Anastasia
Vladislavova Nadezhda
Vlasov Andrey 
Vlasova Olga 
Volkov Sergey 
Volkov Victor 
Volodin Igor 
Volokitina Yevgenia 
Volshanik Valery 
Vorobyova Anna 
Vorontsov Andrey 
Voskoboinikov Dmitriy 
Vostrikova Svetlana
Voznaya Olga
Yakovlev Gleb 
Yarinich Mikhail 
Yarlykov Igor 
Yasenskaya Ekaterina 

Yudinskaya Irina 
Yusupova Diana
Yuzhakova Inna 
Zalevsky Arkadiy
Zaryanich Vadim
Zaytseva Marina 
Zaytseva Yulia 
Zharkova Larisa 
Zhdanova Natalia
Zhilnikov Sergey
Zhukov Valery
Zhuravsky Oleg
Zhurbenko Alexey
Zhurbinskaya Galina
Zimina-Belova Olga
Zinovyeva Anna
Zlobnova Marina
Znatdinova Tatiana
Zorina Nadezhda
Zotova Lyudmila
Zuev Valery
Zvereva Tatiana
Zybkin Andrey

Saint Petersburg, Leningrad region
Aleshintsev Yevgeny
Andryuschenko Yury
Astashova Lyubov
Bakhmut Valeria
Gagarin Alexander
Gaspar Dzhennifer
Gladyshev Andrey
Ermakova Anna
Zaburdaev Aleksander
Ivanova Svetlana
Ivashintsova Valentina
Ilyin Yury
Kasparov Garri
Kolesova Irina
Kolodyazhnaya Yulia
Kormilitsin Nikolay
Kormilitsina Tatiana
Kochneva Elena
Kudrin Andrey
Kuzmin Mikhail
Mazulov Igor
Melnikova Irina
Myakinkin Yury
Parfenova Tatiana
Parshkova Diana
Pikalova Evelina
Salazhova Tatiana
Serbina Olga
Smirnov Vitaly
Stanchinskaya Elena
Subbotina Tatiana
Titov Oleg
Tsay Yulia
Chebucheva Elena

Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovskaya obl.
Artsybashev Alexander
Zimina Alena
Ivanova Anna
Koval Elena
Kremzukova Tatiana
Luchko Nikolay
Maslov Aleksander
Melnikova Ekaterina
Posazhennikova Oksana
Pyankov Alexander
Pyankova Ekaterina
Pyankova Tatiana
Strelnikov Sergey
Taraskin Alexey

Novosibirsk, Novosibirsk region
An Yury
Bersenyov Yevgeny
Kedrinskaya Natalia
Kravchinsky Igor
Kychakov Alexander
Kychakova Anna

Ladan Aleksander
Nikolaeva Nadezhda
Pertsev Victor
Sotnikov Alexander
Suzdalev Vasily
Sukharev Vadim
Chimarova Yulia
Scherban Valeriy
Vladivostok
Voitishin Nikolay
Gridasov Aleksander
Darman Yury
Kan Vyacheslav
Karakin Vladimir
Litvinova Anna
Matvienko Valery
Odintsov Vyacheslav
Orlov Sergey
Subote Elena
Titova Svetlana
Fomenko Yulia

Other regions
Abramov Nikolay (Ufa)
Amutnykh Nikolay (Khabarovsk)
Ananyeva Nadezhda (Krasnoyarsk)
Andreeva Valentina (Nizhnevartovsk)
Andreeva-Kartasheva Anna (Kazan)
Anikeeva Irina (Magnitogorsk)
Anokhina Natalia (Kostroma)
Antonik Tatiana (Surgut)
Baranovskaya Tatiana (Ufa)
Barysheva Yulia (Krasnoyarsk)
Belov Nikolay (Obninsk)
Berezin Konstantin (Kaliningrad)
Blokhina Irina (Tver)
Borsch Tatiana (Yaroslavl)
Bratkova Svetlana (Svetlogorsk)
Burekhin Alexander (Novomoskovsk)
Bykov Vadim (Dudinka)
Vasilevskaya Natalia (Murmansk)
Vedeshina Svetlana (Arkhangelsk) 
Veryugina Ekaterina (Barnaul)
Volper Irina (Omsk)
Vorobiev Aleksander (Orel)
Vostretsov Vladimir (Chelyabinsck)
Gilmanurova Anastasia (Naberezhnye 
Chelny)
Glotova Tatiana (Rostov-na-Donu)
Golovacheva Elena (Khanti-Mansiysk)
Gorobeiko Vaciliy (Bigoidzhan)
Dobronozhkina Nina (Volgograd)
Dovbysh Irina (Norilsk)
Dolbaraeva Nadezhda (Yakutsk)
Dorofeeva Vera (Krasnodar-89)
Egorov Euvgeny (Murmansk)
Zherebiaeyeva Olga (Cheliabinsk)
Zhirnov Aleksander (Cheboksari)
Zenina Natalia (Kazan)
Ivanov Aleksander (Belgorod)
Ivanov Aleksey (Murmansk)
Ivanova Tatiana (Pskov)
Ivanushkin Sergey (Nizhnii Novgorod)
Ivanushkina Aleksandra (Nizhniy 
Novgorod)
Ivanushkina Yevgeniya (Nizhniy 
Novgorod)
Ivanushkina Lena (Nizhniy Novgorod)
Ilyina Natalia (Samara)
Ischenko Natalia (Khabarovsk)
Kaeva Elena (Tver)
Kalenchenko Mikhail (Murmansk)
Kataev Maxim (Ufa)
Kvashnin Vladimir (Irkutsk)
Kerbis Ivan (Krasnoyarsk)
Kin Leokadia (Tumen)
Kirpischikov Yury (Tumen)
Kovalchuk Igor (Blagoveschensk)
Kolmogorov Andrey (Belovo-9)
Kononov Aleksander (Orel)
Kopachelli Larisa (Sochi)
Kornaukhov Nikolay (Volgograd)
Kostomarov Sergey (Sovetskaya Gavan)

Koschavka Victor (Belgorod)
Kukunov Oleg (Rostov-na-Donu)
Kurasova Anna (Rostov-na-Donu)
Larionova Tamara (Magadan)
Lebed Aleksey (Abakan)
Letnikova Irina (Krasnodar)
Likova Yulia (Ufa)
Manukhin Aleksey (Khabarovsk)
Massarova Victoriya (Tumen)
Matveeva Irina (Kandalaksha)
Macenko Olga (Nizhnekamsk)
Naraikina Tatiana (Zarinsk)
Nikolaev Igor (Nizhnii Novgorod)
Olshanskaya Elena (Volgograd)
Oparina Tatiana (Irkutsk)
Osinovskii Vladislav (Barnaul)
Osipov Yeugeniy (Blagoveschensk)
Osipova Elena (Samara)
Otto Ekaterina (Chelyabinsk)
Panov Anton (Novokusnetsk)
Parfenov Dmitriy (Kolchugino)
Pilitsin Nikolay (Cherepovets)
Pitovskiy Konstantin (Khabarovsk)
Popova Raisa (Miass)
Popova Svetlana (Kogalim)
Potashin Pavel (Astrakhan)
Rachin Konstantin (Toliatti)
Rebruchkina Anna (Viluchinsk)
Rovda Oleg (Krasnoyarsk)
Ryavrina Valeriya (Krasnoyarsk)
Sannikova Irina (Abakan)
Sarichreva Svetlana (Obninsk)
Semenova Elena (Tver)
Sergienko Vladimir (Sochi)
Sergienko Tatiana (Turukhansk)
Sergienko Yury (Turukhansk)
Serov Stanislav (Samara)
Sivtsev Mikhail (Zyryanka)
Smirnova Irina (Yuzhnouralsk)
Soloviev Maxim (Krasnoyarsk)
Tarasova Olga (Volgograd)
Tischenko Anna (Sochi)
Tkacheva Irina (Krasnodar)
Trotsenko Pavel (Ryazan)
Khabirova Natalia (Novii Urengoi)
Khomyakova Victoriya (Krasnoyarsk)
Shalkov Aleksander (Nariyan-Mar)
Shkadova Tatiana (Smolensk)
Shlapak Nina (Tobolsk)
Yuriev Nikolay (Izhevsk)

Other countries
Eichbaum William (USA)
Emelyanova Elena (USA)
Goldstein Beat (Switzerland)
Kiselev Stanislav (Ukraine)
Kolesnikov Pavel (Ukraine)
Leape James (Switzerland)
Pakhomeko Kristina (Belorus)
Schwede Georg (Switzerland)
Sobakina Elena (Switzerland)
Soutter Rob (Switzerland)
Stapel Allard (Netherlands)
Voortman Petra (Netherlands)
Voortman Hans (Netherlands)
Welty Fred (USA)



For me, the most important event of the year was the 
beginning of a project to protect far eastern leopards 
– individually. That’s what the project is called: Protect 
EVERY Remaining Leopard. At last all the interested nature 
conservation organizations in the Primorsky Region have 
pooled their eff orts. Many diff erent people got involved: 
local residents, all the schools from the “Land of the Leop-
ard,” border guard outposts, and the Administration of the 
Khasansky District. 

Yuri Darman, Director of WWF-Russia Far East Branch
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Companies and Institutes
5 Stars Cinema
Academy of Russian Television 
Afi sha Publishing House
AKOS
All Russia Interregional Press 
Agency 
ASKO
BBDO Advertising Agency 
BIOS, The Research-and-
Production Centre for Sturgeon 
Breeding 
Cascade-fi lm
Creolab
Cross-Media Advertising Group
Discovery Club
EEMS Russia
Evgenia Ostrovskaya Fashion 
House
Expedition Club
Fly cards
Foundation of Independent Radio 
Broadcasting 
Free cards
InforMashka Informational 
Network
Krasnoyarsk Museum Centre Photo 
Gallery 
Kuzmenkov and Partners
Mate Club
MAXI POST Delivery Service
M-City Postal Service
MEGA, Khimki
MEGA, Tepliy Stan
MindShare Advertising Agency
Moscow International House of 
Music
National Press Institute
Newsland
Olymp Advertising Agency 
(Chelyabinsk)
Pacifi c Meridian International Film 
Festival 
Planeta Inform Advertising Agency 
Planeta Inform Agency
Plastic Media
Propaganda Ogilvy Advertising 
Agency
State Foundation of TV and 
Broadcasting
T-Module Exhibit Complex
TNT-expo
Web Otdel Internet Agency

The Media
Moscow
Newspapers
Arguments and Facts
Izvestiya 
Kommersant
Komsomolskaya Pravda
Lesnaya Gazeta
Moskauer Deutsche Zeitung
Moskovskiye Novosti
Novaya Gazeta 
Noviye Izvestiya
Prirodno-resursniye vedomosti
Rossiyskaya Gazeta 
Rossiyskaya Lesnaya Gazeta
Rossiyskaya Okhotnichya Gazeta 
The Moscow News
The Moscow Times
Tribuna
Trud
Vedomosti
Vlastnaya Vertikal Federatsii

Magazines
Aerofl ot
AEROFLOT in-fl ight magazine
Afi sha 
Afi sha-Mir 
Arkticheskaya Idea
Arnold Style Magazine
Automobili I Skidki
Biblioteka Vavilona
Biographia
Bolshoi Gorod 
Bolshoy Biznes
Bon Ton
Business Week
Cosmo-Beauty
Cosmo-Magia
Cosmopolitan
Cosmo-Siberia
Cosmo-Ural
Dengi I Blagotvoritelnost
Dive Tech Magazine
Doctor Travel
Domashniy Doctor
Ekspeditsiya
Energetika, Ekologia, Ekonomika
Energy, Ecology, Economy
Eurasia Segodnya
Expert
Extreme Force Magazine
Ezhenedelniy Zhurnal
Fly&Drive
Forbes
Formula Zdorovya 
Foto Travel

Frantsiya
FreeTimeCity
Gala 
GEO
GEO Focus
GEO Traveler
Gloria 
Gorod Zhenshin
Harper’s Bazaar
Imeesh Pravo
Ineit
Isskustvo Upravleniya
Itogi
Journalist
Kommersant-Dengi
Kompania
Krestyanka
Landshaft Plus
Landshaftniy Dizain 
Letniye Terrasi
Lichnoye Vremya 
Light
Liniya Poleta
Lyubimaya Dacha 
Men’s Health
Millionaire International
Mirovaya Energetika 
Modern
Modniy Magazin
Modniy Sezon
Moscow Nights
Motozhurnal 
Mountain Biker
My holidays
National Export Today
Nauka I Tekhnika
Neftegazovaya Vertikal
Nicotiana Aristocratica
Novaya Federatsiya
Novoe v Stomatologii
Nozh
Ogonyok
Okhota
OM
ONA
Oops
Panorama Klub
Parad
Passazh
Pets
Podvodniy Klub 
Politicheskiy Zhurnal 
Populyarnaya Mekhanika  
Predelnaya Glubina
PRO Sport 
Profi l
Ptizy, Ryby, Zveri

Put I Voditel
Puteshestviya Po Svetu
Putevoditel Po Internetu
Rasteniya v Interiere
Reader’s Digest
Real Estate
Rezepty uspeshnogo biznesa
Robb Report Россия
Russia
Russian Newsweek
Russkiy vzglyad
Sad Svoimi Rukami 
Sakvoyazh
SamaYa
Seasons
Seventeen
Shtab-kvartira
SIBIR in-fl ight magazine
Sibiryachka
Skies & Snowboards
Sportivnaya Rossia
SSE Business Club Magazine 
TechnoGid
Travel + Leisure
Tsvetniki
Turbiznes  
Turisticheskiy Olymp
UT Air in-fl ight magazine 
Vasiliy
Vim-avia 
Voyage
Voyage I Otdykh 
Vsyo Dlya Doma 
Vsyo Dlya Sada 
Vsyo Yasno
Vybiray
XXL
Yes!
You magazine
Zhenskiye Sekrety
Znanie - Sila

TV companies and channels
Channel 3 (“Moskoviya” Television 
and Radio Broadcasting Company)
Domashniy
NEO TV
NTV
NTV-Media
O2 TV
Rambler TeleSet
RBK-TV
Rossiya
Russia Today
SGY TV
TeleInform
TNT
Zvezda

Radio
BBC
City FM
Golos Rossii
Mayak
Radio Rossii
Radio Svoboda
Russkaya Sluzhba Novostey
UN Radio

Publishing houses
7 Dney
Afi sha Industries 
Arnold Prize

Axel Springer Russia
Geocentre Group 
Independent Media Sanoma
Krestyanka 
LK Press 
Magazines
Mediacrat
Nexion Publishing
Ostrov 
Sekret Firmi

News agencies
Agency of Social Information
Interfax
ITAR-TASS
RBK
Regnum
Reuters
RIA-Novosti 

Illuminated boards and screens
3Stars
7 Continent Supermarket Chain 
Alternativniye  seteviye Telesistemi
Astart Luxe
ATV-Media
CityAdvertising
CityVision
Displays advertising systems
Edinaya Evropa Holding
FarmcomMedia
ITM
IVM
KSD-Group
Magitel
Manezhnaya Ploschad Managing 
Company 
Marshrut-TV
Peren TV
Pervoye Marshrutnoye TV
Petrov Complex
Prime

St. Petersburg
Digitalads – Video Screens
KTV Peterhof
Leningradskoye Oblastnoye TV
Lesprominform
Magazines:
Regionalniy Institut Pressi
Top-manager
U-Journal SSE Russia
ZOO-Peterburg

Arkhangelsk
Newspapers
Arkhangelskaya Lesnaya gazeta
Lesniye Novosti Regional 
newspaper 
Volna Regional newspaper
Pravda Severo-Zapada – Social and 
political weekly newspaper
TV
ATK-Media – Archangelsk city TV
Pomorye – Archangelsk region TV
Dvina-Inform News Agency
Les, Gosydarstvo, Otrasl, Companii 
– Trade magazine
RUSNORD News Agency

Bratsk 
My Television Broadcasting 
Company
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INFORMATION SUPPORT
Thanks to everyone who in 2006 told people about WWF programmes, who helped conduct events and 
activities, and who featured WWF public advertising free of charge.



I am thrilled by my colleagues’ talent for fi nding a common 
language with all sorts of people – from retirees to college 
students to politicians and businesspeople – and convincing 
them of the importance of our work. For example, thanks in 
large part to WWF in the “Civil Eight” forum that took place 
during the G8 summit, special attention was given to energy 
and climate issues and the future of Russian forests.

Yulia Khachaturova, Coordinator of the Corporate Club 
of WWF-Russia , WWF-Russia “Earth Keeper” member
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Voronezh
Oxygen Magazine 

RUSSIA FAR EAST
Ecological Press Clubs
Araliya, Birobidzhan
Kedr, Blagoveschensk  
Lesniye Zhurnalisty, Khabarovsk
Poslednyaya Sreda, Vladivostok 
Bureaus of Russian Television 
Broadcasting Companies
Channel 1  
NTV
REN TV
RTR 
TVC
Television Broadcasting 
Companies and Channels 
Alpha-Kanal, Blagoveschensk
Amur State Television and Radio 
Company, Blagoveschensk
Bira State Television and Radio 
Company, Birobidzhan
Channel 25, Blagoveschensk
DalTV Television Company, 
Khabarovsk
Gorod Television Company, 
Blagoveschensk
Primorye Public Television, 
Vladivostok
TNT - Vladivostok 
TV Spassk, Primorsky Region
TV-Gubernia, Blagoveschensk 
Vladivostok State Television and 
Radio Company
Regional News Agencies
Contact, Blagoveschensk 
Deita.RU
Ekho-DV
PrimaMedia, Vladivostok
Vostok-Media 
Radio Stations
Lemma, Vladivostok
O’Key Studiya, Vladivostok
VBC, Vladivostok
Vostok Rossii, Khabarovsk
Newspapers
AiF-Primorye, Vladivostok
Amurskaya Pravda, 
Blagoveschensk
Birobidzhanskaya Zvezda, 
Birobidzhan
Birobijaner Stern, Birobidzhan 
Dalnevostochniye Vedomosti, 
Vladivostok
Khabarovskiy Express, Khabarovsk
Khabarovskiye Vesti, Khabarovsk
Khasanskiye Vesti, Khabarovsk
KP- Khabarovsk
KP-Blagoveschensk
KP-Vladivostok
Mestnoye vremya, Khabarovsk
Molodoy Dalnevostochnik, 
Khabarovsk
Narodnoye Veche, Vladivostok
Nash Gorod, Khabarovsk
Nashe vremya, Primorsky Region
Novosti, Vladivostok
Oktyabrskie Zori, Birobidzhan
Priamurskiye vedomosti, 
Khabarovsk
Rossiyskaya Gazeta, Vladivostok 
Rybak Primorya, Vladivostok
Tikhookeanskaya Zvezda, 
Khabarovsk
Vestnik Spasska, Primorsky Region
Vladivostok, Vladivostok
Zolotoy Rog, Vladivostok
Magazines
Bagulnik, Khabarovsk
Ekologia. Turizm. Otdykh

Rodnoye Priamurye, Khabarovsk
TourEast
Vladivostok Avia In-fl ight Magazine
Zov Taigi, Vladivostok

Yekaterinburg 
Magazines
Kolumb 
Shagay 
Sport’s
Vybiray Soblazny Bolshogo Goroda 

Radio Maximum

Irkutsk
Baikal-TV  

Kamchatka
Newspapers
Aleutskaya Zvezda 
Kamchatskoye Vremya
Molodezhka 
Rybak Kamchatki 
Yelizovo 
Zapovednaya territoriya 

TVK Television Broadcasting 
Company  

Krasnoyarsk and Altai-Sayan 
Newspapers
AiF (Yenisey, etc)
Altayskaya Pravda
Chestnoye slovo
Khakasiya 
Kommersant
Komok  
Komsomolskaya Pravda - 
Krasnoyarsk  
Krasnoyarskiy rabochiy 
 Lesnaya Gazeta
Listok 
Marker Express 
Postskriptum
Svobodniy Kurs
Syevodnyashnyaya gazeta
Tsentr Azii  
Vecherniy Krasnoyarsk
Magazines
Dom Snaruzhi i Vnutri 
Kto
Strana Siberia
TV, radio
Afontovo Television and Radio 
Company
Altai Transgranichniy
ATN Television Broadcasting 
Company 
Avtoradio - Krasnoyarsk 
GTRK Altai
GTRK Tyva
Katun Television and Radio 
Company
Noviy Vyek Television Broadcasting 
Company
Planeta-Service Television 
Company
Radio Heart-FM
Russkoye Radio - Barnaul 
Russkoye Radio - Krasnoyarsk  
STS-Prima 
Telesfera-7 
TVK- Channel 6  
Vesti-Altai 
VK 7 Channel
Yeniseiskoye Radio, Abakan
News agencies
24rus.ru Independent News 
Agency
Amitel 
Newslab

REGNUM–NEWS
RIA Press-line 
RIA Siberia
Sibirskoye News Agency 
Tyva-Online 

Lipetsk
Onegin

Nefteyugansk
TRK Intelcom

Nizhnevartovsk
Velvet Magazine  

Nizhniy Novgorod
Bereginya Newspaper

Novosibirsk
In the CITY Magazine

Chukotka
Purga Radio

PSKOV
TV and radio
Pskov State Television and 
Broadcasting Company
Telecom Pskov City Television
Information portals
Forest Industrialist’s Portal
Forest.ru
Nota Bene Agency
Pskov News 
Pskov News Agency
Newspapers and magazines
Novosti Pskova 
Pskovskaya Guberniya
Pskovskaya Pravda 
Pskovskiy Lesnoi Vestnik
Sterkh 
Strugi, village Strugi Krasniye

SOUTHERN URALS 
• Ufa
Newspapers
Molodezhnaya Gazeta 
Vechernyaya Ufa 
Kiske Ufa Newspaper 
Molodezhnaya Gazeta 
Magazines
Vedomosti Bashkortostana
Vybiray Soblazny Bolshogo Goroda
Bashinform News Agency 
BashVest Internet Newspaper 
TV and Radio
Bashkortostan State Television and 
Radio Company
Respublikanskoye Radio 
Vatan News Service 
• Burzyan Region
Tan newspaper

Yakutia
Yakutia Newspaper, Yakutsk 

WWF is grateful to 
photographers and artists who 
have provided their works free 
of charge
Artyukhin Yury
Arylov Yury 
Bakhtin Victor 
Baranov Petr 
Belko Nikolay 
Blinnikov Victor
Bok Alexey
Bormotov Maxim
Bush Vladimir 
Valchuk Olga 
Vikhrev Nikita 
Votintsev Alexey
Vysotskiy Mikhail 
Gorinov Evgeny 
Goroshko Oleg 
Gudkov Andrey
Davkayev Evgeny
Delvin Nikolay 
Doroshenko Nikolay
Dyukarev Vladimir
Egorchev Ivan
Еренков Алексей
Zhivotchenko Viktor 
Zinchenko Yury
Ignatenko Sergey
Ivanitskiy Igor
Kalmykov Igor
Kartashov Nikolay
Kashintseva Tatyana 
Kirilyuk Vadim 
Kischenko Sergey 
Klimov Vasily 
Kochnev Anatoly 
Krasnov Yury 
Krestov Pavel 
Kruglov Leonid 
Kudryashov Vladimir 
Kuzhavskiy Sergey
Kuznetsov Nikolay
Lange Anton
Kuchma Dmitry
Lemeshev Konstantin 
Lotov Alexander 
Loyanich Vitaliy
Lukarevskiy Victor 
Lukonina Ekaterina
Lnogradskiy Yury 
Lyapustin Sergey
Medvedev Vladimir
Mironov Gennady 
Naymushin Ilya
Neyfeld Nikolay 
Numerov Alexander 
Paltsyn Mikhail 
Pavlishin Gennady
Petrov Anatoly
Popov Alexander
Ratnikov Alexander
Rudakov Yury
Sankov Vseslav
Sertun Vladimir 

Sklyarova Marina
Sobolev Sergey 
Sokolenko William 
Solkin Vasily
Sorokin Pavel 
Surmach Sergey
Tabakayev Ivan
Travnikov Vladimir
Trepet Sergey 
Tumanov Alexander
Fefelov Andrey
Filonov Vladimir 
Chaplinskiy Kirill
Chikin Alexander
Chistyakov Yury
Chugayev Alexander 
Chumakov Sergey 
Shalikov Gennady
Shpilenok Igor
Shpilenok Nikolay 
Yurchenkov Evgeny
Yakovlev Yury 
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Alexander Annanenkov
“ALEX-KOSMONAVT”
Amur tiger
An Yury
Anisiya Nikolaevna Shilina
Belkin Maxim, Kuzina Anna and Fattakhova Yuliya
Boris and Olga Petrovy
Children-saviours of Russian-Korean school  №1086, 2006 
“DaMa”
“Danilov forest”
“Delfi nyachiy» From inhabitants of ocean – to inhabitants of forest!”
“Dima and Marianna”
“Donskoy krai”
“Dubrovka»
Efi m Nikolaevich Nisenbaum 
Evstafyevy Marina Petrovna and Yury Alexandrovich 
“Forest of AMINE” (10 hectares)
“Forest of clients and friends of “ROSTAR” company” (4 hectares)
“Forest of Polnikovy” (2 hectares)
“Garmoniya»
“Gavriil”
“Green fi rs”
“In memory of Alexey Sviridov, S.O.Rokdevyatyi”
In memory of Oleg Kleschin – loved husband and father 
“Irina”
“IVA”
“Jan Kierzkowski’s forest”
Klyotskin Artyom
Kolomytsev Valery Ivanovich

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Komarovsky pine forest”
Kozlovsky Evgeny Dmitrievich and Franke Vladimir Vladimirovich 
“Kudryavtsev Dmitry is 30”
Kychakova Antonina Martynovna
Ladan Alexander
 Legendary Anastasia – Olga Guz, Dukhotvorets, Poet, Philosopher, Spiri-
tual physician. From the Club of True Friends of Anastasia, numerous 
patients and admirers of Her Talent
“Melkor”
“M.V. Lomonosov MITHT, www.mitht.ru”
“Nastenka’s forest»
Natalia Chetkova
OOO “Ustyansky lesopromyshlenny complex”
Orlova Svetlana Avaskhanovna 
“Painter Valeriya”
“Plastic Media” (2 hectares)
PPE Group (4 hectares)
Skubak family
Soldatenkov Sergey Vladimirovich
Sukharev Vadim 
Suzdalev Vasily 
The best mother in the world
“Tyomochka’s forest»
Vladimir Koleda
“Vybor”
“www.active-invest.ru”
ZAO “Komileszagotprom”
“Zaytsev forest”

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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OUR HECTARES
In 2006 thanks to individuals and companies 72 hectares of unique ribbon pine forests were planted in 
Altai. During 6 years almost 600 named hectares appeared on the site of fire. 
www.wwf.ru/help_us/posadi_les/

Join the effort!

This year the following hectares were planted by means of “Forest Keepers”:

© WWF-Russia



INCOME & EXPENDITURE *
EXPENDITURE IN 1.000 EUR EUR  %
Forest Programme 964 18 %
Marine Programme 132 3 %
Biodiversity conservation 1,196 23 %
Climate Programme 295 6 %
Creation and support to protected nature areas 1,132 22 %
Institutional mechanisms for nature conservation 554 11 %
WWF-Russia development / Public support 396 8 %
Administrative costs 584 11 %
TOTAL EXPENDITURE: 5,253 100 %

INCOME IN 1.000 EUR EUR  %
WWF International 137 3 %
WWF-UK 189 3 %
WWF-US 452 8 %
WWF-Switzerland 45 1 %
WWF-Netherlands 990 18 %
WWF-Germany 1,016 19 %
WWF-Sweden 440 8 %
WWF-Japan 112 2 %
WWF-Finland 30 1 %
WWF offi  ces in other countries 117 2 %
Subtotal: 3,527

Embassy / Ministry of Foreign Aff airs of Norway 62 1 %
DEPA 56 1 %
USAID 32 1 %
UNEP 127 2 %
ERWDA 40 1 %
DEZA 107 2 %
European commission 35 1 %
CEPF 165 3 %
TACIS 160 3 %
USFWS 11 0,002 %
UNESCAP 7 0,001 %
Other governmental organizations 90 2 %
Subtotal: 892

NGO and private foundations 269 5 %
Donations in Russia 637 12 %
Own sources 69 1 %

TOTAL INCOME: 5,395 100 %
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 WWF International (3 %)
WWF-UK (3 %)
WWF-US (8 %)

WWF-Switzerland (1 %)

WWF-Germany (19 %)

WWF-Japan (2 %)
WWF-Finland (1 %)

WWF offices 
in other countries (2 %)

Embassy / Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs 
of Norway (1 %)

DEPA (1 %)

USAID (1 %)
UNEP (2 %)
ERWDA (1 %)

DEZA (2 %)
European commission (1 %)
CEPF (3 %)

TACIS (3 %)

USFWS (0,002 %)
UNESCAP (0,001 %)

Other governmental 
organizations (2 %)

WWF-Sweden (8 %)

Forest 
Programme (18 %)

Marine 
Programme 

(3 %)

Biodiversity 
conservation 

(23 %)

Climate 
Programme (6 %)

Creation and support 
to protected nature 
areas (22 %)

Institutional 
mechanisms 
for nature 
conservation (11 %)

WWF-Russia 
development / 
Public support (8 %)

Administrative 
costs (11 %)

WWF-Netherlands (18 %)

 EXPENDITURE  INCOME 

* Surplus will go to support current and future projects
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for a living planet ®

WWF is one of the world’s largest and most experienced independent conservation organizations, 
with almost 5 million supporters and a global network active in more than 100 countries.

WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future 
in which humans live in harmony with nature, by:
•  conserving the world’s biological diversity
•  ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources is sustainable
•  promoting the reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption




